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[Abstract]

PURPOSE: To apply and form plural paste patterns of a desired form on a

substrate simultaneously, with high precision and at high speed by making the

control of the opposite distance between a nozzle and the substrate be

20 independent of that of the horizontal relative movement of the two.

CONSTITUTION: This applicator is provided with nozzles 1a, 1b t optical range

finders 3a, 3b for individually measuring the opposite distance between an

discharge port of each nozzle and the surface of a substrate 7, tables 6, 8

controlled by a main controller 14a and for horizontally and relatively moving each

25 nozzle and the substrate 7, and an auxiliary controller 14b for individually
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controlling the opposite distance between the discharge port of each nozzle and

the surface of the substrate 7 by using data of each optical range finder 3a, 3b on

the relative movement.
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[Claims]

1 . A paste applicator for laying a substrate on a table to face each

paste discharge port of nozzles, changing a relative position relation between the

nozzles and the substrate with discharging a paste stored in a paste syringe on

5 the substrate through the paste discharge port, and drawing a paste pattern with a

desired shape on the substrate, the paste applicator comprising:

a plurality of nozzles;

a plurality of measurement units for individually measuring a facing

interval between the paste discharge port of each nozzle and a surface of the

10 substrate;

a movement unit for relatively moving each nozzle and the substrate in a

longitudinal direction; and

a control unit for individually controlling the facing interval between the

paste discharge port of each nozzle and the surface of the substrate by using

15 measured data from each measurement unit in the relative movement.

2. The paste applicator of claim 1, wherein the plurality of nozzles

individually discharge the paste on a plurality of the substrates laid on the table,

and simultaneously the movement unit relatively moves each nozzle and each

20 substrate in the longitudinal direction by the same amount and at the same time.

3. The paste applicator of claim 1 or 2, wherein the control unit is

provided with a storage unit for storing the measured data from each

measurement unit.

25
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[Title of the Invention]

Paste applicator

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

5 [Field of the Invention]

The present invention is related to a paste applicator for drawing a

plurality of paste patterns having a desirable shape on a substrate at the same

time by discharging a paste on the substrate positioned on a table through a

plurality of nozzles and relatively moving the substrate and the nozzles.

10

[Description of the Prior Art]

An example for a paste applicator for drawing a paste pattern on a

substrate using a discharge patterning technique, for which a substrate positioned

on a table faces a nozzle fixed to a front end of a paste syringe for storing the

15 paste, and the paste is discharged from a paste discharge port of the nozzle and

at least one of the nozzle and the substrate is moved in a longitudinal direction to

change a relative-position relation therebetween, is disclosed in Japanese Laid

Open Publication No. 2-52742.

This paste applicator includes one nozzle and a controller for controlling a

20 position of the nozzle or a substrate, by which a resistance paste is discharged on

an insulating substrate used as the substrate through a paste discharge port

positioned at a front end of the nozzle, to form a resistance paste pattern with a

desired shape on the insulating substrate.

25 [Problems to be Solved by the Invention]
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However, in general, some concavo-convex exists on a surface of the

substrate on which a paste pattern is supposed to be drawn. As a result, when

high precision is required for a drawing width or a drawing height as well as a

portion where the patterned paste is drawn, the nozzle and the substrate are

5 relatively moved in a longitudinal direction and a facing distance between the

nozzle and the surface of the substrate is measured to control the distance

therebetween to be within a desired area. In the prior art, such operations are all

controlled by one controller, which causes difficulty in the control therefor. As a

result, a patterning speed is lowered and a fabricating speed or an output is easily

10 determined by this paste patterning process in fabrication facilities for massive

production. Therefore, in order to increase productivity, a plurality of paste

applicators must be installed. However, in this case, producing lines are

complicated, and spaces for fabrication facilities must be enlarged, which results

in increase of product prices due to increase of initial cost.

15 Therefore, in order to solve problems of the prior art, an object of the

present invention is to provide a paste applicator capable of simultaneously

drawing a plurality of paste patterns with a desired shape on a substrate with high

precision at a high speed.

20 [Means for Solving the Problem]

To achieve the above object of the present invention, a paste applicator by

which a substrate is positioned on a table to face a paste discharge port of each

nozzle, a paste received in a paste syringe is discharged onto the substrate from

the discharge port and simultaneously a relative position relation between the

25 nozzle and the substrate is changed, and a paste pattern having a desired shape
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is patterned on the substrate, the paste applicator including: a plurality of nozzles;

a plurality of measurement units for individually measuring a facing interval

(distance) between a paste discharge port of each nozzle and a surface of the

substrate; a movement unit for relatively moving each nozzle and the substrate in

5 a longitudinal direction; and a control unit for individually controlling the facing

interval (distance) between the paste discharge port of each nozzle and the

surface of the substrate by using the measured data of each measurement unit

during the relative movement.

In the present invention, the movement unit for relatively moving each

10 nozzle and the substrate in the longitudinal direction differs from the control unit

for individually controlling the facing interval between the paste discharge port of

each nozzle and the surface of the substrate, wherein the facing interval can be

controlled independent of controlling the relative movement in the longitudinal

direction, whereby a measurement period by each measurement unit is set to be

15 shortened to increase the number of times for measurement, which leads to a

control of the facing interval with high accuracy. As a result, the paste can be

discharged on the substrate by making each nozzle follow concavo-convex of the

surface of the substrate which the nozzles respectively face, thereby obtaining a

plurality of paste patterns with a desired shape at the same time.

20

[Embodiment of the Invention]

Hereinafter, preferred embodiments of the present invention will be

explained with reference to attached drawings.

Figure 1 is a schematic perspective view illustrating one embodiment of a

25 paste applicator according to the present invention. In this drawing, 1a and 1b



denote nozzles, 2a and 2b denote paste syringes, 3a and 3b denote optical range

finder, 4a and 4b denote Z-axis tables, 5 denotes an X-axis table, 6 denotes a Y-

axis table, 7 denotes a substrate on which paste patterns are patterned, 8 denotes

a 9-axis table, 9 denotes a mounting unit, 10 denotes a Z-axis table supporter, 11a

5 and 11b denote image-identifying cameras, 12a and 12b denote nozzle support

units, 13 denotes a sucking base for absorbing and fixing the substrate 7, 14a

denotes a main controller, 14b denotes an auxiliary controller, 15 denotes an

image processor, 16 denotes an external storage device, 17 denotes an image

monitor, 18 denotes a display for displaying a condition processed by both

io controllers 14a and 14b, 19 denotes a keyboard, 20a and 20b respectively

denotes lens barrels of the image-identifying cameras 11a and 11b, 21a and 21c

to 21 e denote servomotors, and 22 denotes a camera supporter. Furthermore, in

order to avoid inconvenience of the drawing, X-axis table and Y-axis table of the Z-

axis tables 4a and 4b with respect to the Z-axis table supporter 10 are not shown

15 in the drawing.

In the same drawing, the X-axis table 5 is fixed onto the mounting unit 9,

and the Y-axis table 6 is mounted on the X-axis table 5 to be movable in the X-axis

direction. The 0-axis table 8 is mounted on the Y-axis table 6 to be movable and

rotatable in the Y-axis direction, and the sucking base 13 is fixed onto the 9-axis

20 table 8. The substrate 7, for instance, is sucked and fixed onto the sucking base

13 so that each line of the substrate is to be parallel in directions of X-axis and Y-

axis.

The substrate 7 mounted on the sucking base 1 3 can move toward each

direction of X-axis and Y-axis by driving the main controller 14a. That is, when the

25 servomotor 21a is driven by the main controller 14a, the Y-axis table 6 moves to
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the X-axis direction and thusly the substrate 7 is moved to the X-axis direction.

Additionally, when the servomotor 21b indicated in R>3 as shown in Figure 3 is

driven by the main controller 14a, the 6-axis table 8 moves to the Y-axis direction

and thusly the substrate 7 moves to the Y-axis direction.

5 Therefore, when the Y-axis table 6 and the 0-axis table 8 move as much

as an arbitrary distance, respectively, by the main controller 14a, the substrate 7

moves as much as an arbitrary distance toward a certain direction within a surface

parallel to the mounting unit 9. In addition, 9-axis table 8 can be rotated as much

as a certain amount toward the 0-axis direction from its center by the servomotor

io 21e.

The Z-axis table supporter 10 is installed on the mounting unit 9, and the

Z-axis tables 4a and 4b are installed on the Z-axis table supporter 10 to be

movable in the Z-axis direction (i.e., a upper and lower direction). One Z-axis table

4a of the two tables has thereon the nozzle 1a, the paste syringe 2a, or the optical

15 range finder 3a, while the other Z-axis table 4b has thereon the nozzle 1b, the

paste syringe 2b, or the optical range finder 3b. These Z-axis tables 4a and 4b are

driven to move in the Z-axis direction by the auxiliary controller 14b. That is, when

the servomotors 21c and 21 d are driven by the auxiliary controller 14b, the Z-axis

tables 4a and 4b move to the Z-axis direction, and accordingly the nozzles 1a and

20 1b, the paste syringes 2a and 2b, or the optical range finders 3a and 3b move

toward the Z-axis direction. Furthermore, the nozzles 1a and 1b are installed at

each front end of the paste syringes 2a and 2b, however, have a short distance

from each lower end of the paste syringes 2a and 2b through the support units

12a and 12b having a connection portion, respectively.

25 The optical range finders 3a and 3b measure a distance from the paste
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discharge port which corresponds to the front end (or lower end) of each nozzle 1a

and 1b and a surface of the substrate 7 depending on a non-conjunction

triangulation.

That is, these optical range finders 3a and 3b have the same formation.

5 Thus, one range finder 3a will now be explained with reference to Figure 2. A

lower portion of the optical range finder 3a is cut off in a triangle. A luminous

element is installed in one side of two curved surface facing this cutoff part, while

a light receiving element is installed in the other side thereof. The nozzle support

unit 12a is installed in a front end of the paste syringe 2a to be extended up to a

10 lower portion of the cutoff part of the optical range finder 3a, and the nozzle 1a is

installed at a lower surface of the front end part. The luminous element installed in

the cutoff part of the optical range finder 3a, as indicated by one-dot chain line in

the drawing, irradiates light on an adjacent area directly under the paste discharge

port of the nozzle 1 and the light receiving element then receives reflected light

15 from the irradiated area. When a distance between the paste discharge port of the

nozzle 1a and the substrate 7 (refer to Figure 1) arranged at a bottom side of the

discharge port is within a predetermined range, a relation between positions where

the nozzle 1a and the optical range finder 3a are aligned is established such that

the light from the luminous element can be received in the light receiving element.

20 When the distance (facing interval) between the paste discharge port of the nozzle

1a and the substrate 7 is changed, a position of the irradiation point (hereinafter,

referred to as a measurement point) of the light from the luminous element on the

substrate 7 is changed in the adjacent area directly under the discharge port to

thereby fluctuate a receiving state of the light receiving element, which results in

25 enabling a measurement for the distance between the paste discharge port of the
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nozzle 1a and the substrate 7.

As will be explained later, while the substrate 7 moves in the X-axis and Y-

axis directions to form a paste pattern, when the irradiation point (hereinafter,

referred to as a measurement point) of the light from the luminous element on the

5 substrate 7 crosses the paste pattern having already formed, a measured value

for the distance between the paste discharge port of each nozzle 1a and 1b and

the surface of the substrate 7 by the optical range finders 3a and 3b may have

error as much as a thickness of the paste pattern. Accordingly, in order to prevent

the measured point from crossing the paste pattern as rare as possible, the

10 measured point can be assigned in a position deviated from a paste drop point

(hereinafter, referred to as a drawing point) onto the substrate 7 through the

nozzles 1 a and 1 b toward a curved direction with respect to the X-axis and the Y-

axis.

In addition, when the paste in the paste syringes 2a and 2b is completely

15 used, the nozzle exchange is carried out. The nozzles are installed such that the

drawing point can be equivalent to a designated position for drawing the paste

thereon. However, the positions of the nozzles may be changed before or after the

nozzle exchange due to such non-uniform characteristics of installation precision

of the paste syringes 2a and 2b, the nozzle support units 12a and 12b, or the

20 nozzles 1a and 1b. However, as shown in Figure 2, when the drawing point is

positioned within an allowable range (AX and AY) having a preset size based on

the designated position, the nozzles 1a and 1b are considered as being normally

installed. Here, AX denotes a width of the X-axis direction of the allowable range,

while AY denotes a width of the Y-axis direction thereof. The image-identifying

25 cameras 11a and 11b are used when identifying the position of each nozzle 1a
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and 1b after being exchanged or when measuring an interval of these nozzles 1a

and 1b.

When data is applied from each optical range finder 3a and 3b or each

image identifying camera 11a and 11b, the main and auxiliary controllers 14a and

5 14b drive the servomotors 21a through 21 e. Data indicating a driving condition of

each motor 21a through 21 e are fed back to both the controllers 14a and 14b from

each encoder installed in these servomotors 21a through 21 e.

In such construction, when the square substrate 7 is laid on the sucking

base 13, the sucking base 13 absorbs the substrate 7 in a vacuum state and fixes

10 it. According to rotation of the 0-axis table 8, each line of the substrate 7 is set to

be parallel to the X-axis and the Y-axis, respectively. Afterwards, on the basis of

the result measured by the optical range finders 3a and 3b, the servomotors 21c

and 21 d are driven, and accordingly the Z-axis tables 4a and 4b move toward a

lower side and make the nozzles 1a and 1b move downwardly from an upper side

is of the substrate 7 until the distance between the paste discharge port of each

nozzle 1a and 1b and the surface of the substrate 7 corresponds to a designated

distance.

Thereafter, the paste supplied from the paste syringes 2a and 2b through

the nozzle support units 12a and 12b is discharged onto the substrate 7 through

20 the paste discharge port of each nozzle 1a and 1b. In addition to this, the Y-axis

table 6 and the 6-axis table 8 appropriately move by driving the servomotors 21a

and 21b (See Figure 3). As a result, the paste is drawn in a desired pattern

simultaneously at two parts on the substrate 7. Since the pattern to desirably form

can be converted into the distance of each direction of the X-axis and the Y-axis,

25 when data for forming the pattern with the desired shape is inputted from a
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keyboard 19, the main controller 14a converts the inputted data into the number of

pulses sent to the servomotors 21a and 21b, and thus outputs a command. As a

result, the patterning process is automatically performed.

Figure 3 is a block diagram illustrating one of both controllers 14a and 14b

5 shown in Figure 1 in detail, and parts corresponding to those in Figure 1 use the

same reference symbols.

As shown in the drawing, 14a-1 and 14b-1 denote microcomputers

provided with such ROM for storing a processing program, RAM for memorizing

various data, or CPU for operating various data, 14a-2 and 14b-2 denote external

io interfaces connected to external devices such as the image processor 15 or the

optical range finders 3a and 3b and simultaneously connecting both controllers

14a and 14b to each other, 14a-3 and 14b-3 denote motor controllers of each

servomotor 21a through 21 e, 14a-4 denotes an X-axis driver for driving the

servomotor 21a, 14a-5 denotes a Y-axis driver for driving the servomotor 21b,

15 14a-6 denotes a 6-axis driver for driving the servomotor 21 e, 14b-4 and 14b-5

denote Z-axis drivers for driving the servomotors 21c and 21 d, and E denotes an

encoder.

The RAM installed in each microcomputer 14a-1 and 14b-1 stores various

data indicating a paste pattern or a nozzle exchange inputted from the keyboard

20 19, data measured by the optical range finders 3a and 3b, and various data

generated by a processing of the microcomputers 14a-1 and 14b-1.

Next, processing operations of both controllers 14a and 14b when drawing

a paste pattern will now be explained. In addition, in flow charts shown in Figure4

and Figures thereafter, a reference symbol S denotes a step. !n each drawing, if

25 the flow of the process is a single flow, the main controller 14a performs the
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process. Contrarily, if the flow of the process is a double flow, the process

positioned on the left side of the flow chart is performed by the main controller 14a

and those on the right side of the flow chart is performed by the auxiliary controller

14b.

5 As illustrated in Figure 4, when power is applied (S100), an initial

establishment of the paste applicator is carried out (S200). In this initial

establishment, as illustrated in Figure 5, the Y-axis table 6 and the 6-axis table 8

are positioned at predetermined original point positions (S211), data for a paste

pattern is set, namely, data NZL-N for a nozzle to be used, data for a discharge

io pressure of the paste and the height of the nozzle which are related to the height

of the paste pattern data for a position to initiate the paste discharge, and data for

a position with respect to a relation between the paste pattern and the substrate 7

are established. Such data is stored in the RAM installed in the main controller

14a (S212), and then data for a termination point of the paste discharge is

15 established (S213). Afterwards, the Z-axis tables 4a and 4b are positioned at

predetermined original point positions (S221), and finally the data with respect to

the paste pattern having established in S21 2 is moved and stored from the RAM

mounted in the main controller 14a to the RAM mounted in the auxiliary controller

14b (S222). Here, the keyboard 19 is used to input the data for those

20 establishments. Furthermore, when the data NZL-N of the nozzle to be used is 1

,

only the nozzle 1a is used and the nozzle 1b is not used for drawing the paste

pattern.

After completing these initial establishments, as illustrated in Figure 4, the

substrate 7 for drawing the paste pattern thereon is mounted on the sucking base

25 13 to be absorbed and fixed thereto, and a process for determining a position of
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the substrate 7 is performed (S400).

S400 will now be explained with reference to Figure 6.

As illustrated in Figure 6, first, a position determining mark having

previously provided to the substrate 7 mounted on the sucking base 13 is

5 photographed by the image-identifying cameras 11a and 11b (S401), and a central

position of the position determining mark within a visual field of the image-

identifying cameras 11a and 11b is obtained by an image processing (S402).

Afterwards, a misalignment amount between the center of the visual field and the

central position of the position determining mark is yielded (S403), and using this

io misalignment amount, each movement amount of the Y-axis table 6 and the 0-axis

table 8 required for moving the substrate 7 to a desired position is calculated

(S404). Thereafter, this movement amount calculated is converted into an

operation amount of the servomotors 21a, 21b and 21 e (S405), and thus the

servomotors 21a, 21b and 21 e are driven by this operation amount. As a result,

15 each table 6 and 8 move and thus the substrate 7 can move to the desired

position (S406).

When the movement of the substrate 7 is completed, the position

determining mark on the substrate 7 is re-photographed by the image-identifying

cameras 11a and 11b, and a center (central position) of the position determining

20 mark within the visual field of the cameras 11a and 11b is measured (S407). A

misalignment between the center of the visual field and the mark center is

measured to be stored in the RAM of the microcomputer 14a as a misalignment

amount of the position of the substrate 7 (S408). Moreover, it is checked whether

the position misalignment amount is within the allowable range having explained in

25 Figure 2, for instance, within a range of a value under one second (S409). When it
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is checked that the misalignment amount is within this range, the process of S400

is completed, when it is checked that the misalignment amount is over the range,

series of such processes are re-performed by moving back to S404 for

determining the position of the substrate 7. Thereafter, those processes are

5 repeatedly carried out until the position misalignment amount of the substrate 7

gets within the range of the value.

Accordingly, the position of the substrate 7 can be determined such that

the drawing point on the substrate 7 at which a drawing is desirably initiated is

prevented from being deviated from a predetermined range directly under the

io paste discharge port of each nozzle 1 a and 1 b.

As still illustrated in Figure 4, when S400 is completed, a process for

forming a paste film (S500) is carried out, which will now be explained with

reference to Figure 7.

As illustrated in Figure 7, the main controller 14a moves the substrate 7

is into a position where the drawing is initiated (S511). The substrate 7 has already

been located at the desired position according to the process for determining the

position of the substrate 7 (S400 in Figure 4) having mentioned, thereby moving

the substrate 7 into the drawing initiation point with high precision in this S511.

The auxiliary controller 14b, on the other hand, moves the nozzles 1a and 1b into

20 a position having a predetermined height (S521). That is, the facing interval

(distance) from the paste discharge port of the nozzles 1a and 1b to the surface of

the substrate 7 is set to be the same as the thickness of the paste film to be

formed. When it is notified that the movement of the nozzles 1a and 1b are

completed (S522), the main controller 14a moves back to S512 to initiate a

25 movement of a pattern of the substrate 7 from the drawing initiation point, and thus
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moves back to S513 in which the nozzles 1a and 1b initiate the paste discharge.

Simultaneously, the auxiliary controller 14b measures concavo-convex on the

surface of the substrate 7 by inputting the data of the facing interval (distance)

between the paste discharge port of each nozzle 1a and 1b and the substrate 7

5 measured by the optical range finders 3a and 3b (S523). Furthermore, on the

basis of this measured data, whether the aforementioned measurement point of

the optical range finders 3a and 3b passes the paste film is decided (S524). For

instance, when the measured data of the optical range finders 3a and 3b is over a

designated allowable value for the facing interval (distance), the measurement

io point is decided to be positioned on the paste film.

When the measurement point of the optical range finders 3a and 3b is not

positioned on the paste film, compensation data is created to move the Z-axis

tables 4a and 4b on the basis of the measured data (S525). The Z-axis tables 4a

and 4b are driven so as to individually compensate the height of each nozzle 1a

15 and 1b, and accordingly the position of each nozzle 1a and 1b toward the Z-axis

direction is maintained in a designated value (S526). Accordingly, when it is

determined that the measurement point is passing the paste film, the height of

each nozzle 1a and 1b is not compensated but maintained in the height before the

determination. Furthermore, when the measurement point is passing the paste film

20 of a very small width, the concavo-convex of the substrate 7 is not changed, and

accordingly a discharge shape of the paste has no change and a paste pattern

with a desired thickness can be drawn even if the height of each nozzle 1a and 1b

is not compensated.

Next, the main controller 14a decides whether the paste discharge is

25 terminated (S514). When the discharge is terminated (S515), the main controller
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14a decides whether partial patterns are completely formed. When the partial

patterns are not completely formed, the main controller 14a moves back to a

process for initiating the paste discharge (S513). Conversely, when the partial

patterns are completed, it is notified of lifting the nozzles 1a and 1b (S517), and

5 the auxiliary controller 14b performs the process for lifting the nozzles (S528). The

main controller 14a further decides whether every patterns are completely formed

on the substrate 7 (S518): When requiring further patterning, the main controller

14a moves back to the process for moving the substrate 7 into the drawing

initiation point (S511) and the process for setting the height of each nozzle 1a and

10 1b (S521 ) to repeat such series of processes. When every patterns are completely

formed, the process for forming the paste film (S500) is terminated.

That is, S514 denotes the process for deciding whether the patterning

operation which is continuously ongoing reaches the termination point of the paste

pattern. These termination points are not always termination points with respect to

15 the entire pattern with the desired shape to pattern on the substrate 7. That is, the

entire pattern with the desired shape may be composed of a plurality of partial

patterns divided into one another, and the partial patterns are composed of a

discontinuous patterns. Accordingly, in S518 is performed a process for deciding

whether the patterning operation reaches the termination point of every available

20 patterns. On the other hand, the auxiliary controller 14b always decides whether

the nozzles 1a and 1b should be lifted to a position for shifting them away. When it

is not required to lift the nozzles 1a and 1b, these series of processes are

repeatedly performed by returning the process for measuring concavo-convex on

the surface of the substrate (S523). As a result, when the measurement point

25 completely passes the paste film, the height of each nozzle is compensated again.



The process for forming the paste film (S500) will now be explained in

detail.

First, the process for moving the nozzles in S521 illustrated in Figure 7 will

now be explained with reference to Figure 8.

5 A value of the data NZL-N for the nozzles which has been established in

S212 and stored in the RAM of the auxiliary controller 14b in S222 as illustrated in

Figure 5 is compared and decided (S521a). When the data NZL-N is 2
f
the

nozzles 1a and 1b sequentially move into a designated height (S521b and S521c).

When the data NZL-N is not 2, only the nozzle 1a moves (S521c).

io Next, the paste discharge process in the main controller 14a in S512

illustrated in Figure 7 will be explained with reference to Figure 9.

Even in the paste discharge process, first, similar to S521a in Figure 8, the

value of the data NZL-N for the nozzles is compared and decided (S521a). When

the data NZL-N is 2, the paste discharge is sequentially initiated from each paste

15 discharge port of the nozzles 1a and 1b (S512b and S512c). When the data NZL-

N is not 2, the paste discharge is initiated only from the nozzle 1a (S512c).

Furthermore, the process for measuring concavo-convex on the surface of

the substrate in the auxiliary controller 14b of S523 illustrated in Figure 7 will now

be explained with reference to Figure 10.

20 First, similar to S521a in Figure 8 or S512a in Figure 9, the value of the

data NZL-N for the nozzles is compared and decided (S523a). When the data

NZL-N is 2, the facing interval (distance) between the nozzles 1a and 1b and the

surface of the substrate 7 is sequentially measured by each optical range finder 3a

and 3b (S523b and S523c). When the data NZL-N is not 2, only the facing interval

25 between the nozzle 1a and the surface of the substrate 7 is only measured by the
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optical range finder 3a (S523c). This measured data is stored in the RAN installed

in the microcomputer 14b-1 illustrated in Figure 3. Afterwards, the stored data is

used for the further process for deciding whether the measurement point is on the

paste film (S524) or the process for calculating Z-axis compensation data (S525).

5 That is, in the process for deciding whether the measurement point is on

the paste film in S524, as illustrated in Figure 11, it is decided whether a

measurement point of the nozzle 1a by the optical range finder 3a is passing the

paste film which has already been drawn (S524a). When it is decided that the

measurement point is passing it through, a flag NZLF1 is set to 1 (S524b). when it

io is decided that the measurement point is not passing it through, the flag NZLF1 is

set to 0 (zero) (S524c). Afterwards, it is decided whether a measurement point of

the nozzle 1 b by the optical range finder 3b is passing the paste film which has

already been drawn (S524d). When it is decided that the measurement point is

passing it through, a flag NZLF2 is set to 1 (S524e). When it is decided that the

is measurement point is not passing it through, the flag NZLF2 is set to 0 (zero)

(S524f). The results from these decisions may be used for a process for

compensating a height of each nozzle to be explained later.

Furthermore, in the process for calculating Z-axis compensation data in

S525, as illustrated in Figure 12, the value of data NZL-N for the nozzles is

20 compared and decided (S525a). When the data NZL-N is 2, the compensation

data for the nozzles 1a and 1b is sequentially calculated (S525b and S525c).

When the data NZL-N is not 2, the compensation data only for the nozzle 1a is

calculated (S525c). This measured data is stored in the RAM installed in the

microcomputer 14b-1 illustrated in Figure 3.

25 Finally, the process for compensating the height of each nozzle in S526 of
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Figure 7 will now be explained with reference to Figure 13.

First, it is decided whether the flag NZLF1 of the nozzle 1a side set by the

deciding process of Figure 11 stands or not (S526a). When the flag NZLF1 does

not exist, namely, when the measurement point is not passing the paste film,

5 S526b is carried out, and the calculated data obtained by the process for

calculating the. compensation data of the nozzle 1a (S525c in Figure 12) is

deciphered by the RAM of the microcomputer 14b-1, thereafter performing the

compensation for the height of the nozzle 1a (S526b). When the flag NZLF1 does

not stand, which means that the measurement point is passing the paste film,

io S526c is carried out. As a result, the height of the nozzle 1a is not compensation

but maintained as the height before passing the paste film. Similarly, in S526c, it is

decided whether the flag NZLF2 of the nozzle 1b side set by the deciding process

of Figure 11 stands or not. When the flag NZLF2 is 0 (zero) which means that the

measurement point is not passing the paste film, S526d is carried out, and the

15 calculated data obtained by the process for calculating the compensation data of

the nozzle 1b is deciphered from the RAM, thereafter performing the

compensation for the height of the nozzle 1b. When the flag NZLF2 is 1 which

means the measurement point is passing the paste film, the height of the nozzle

1b is not compensated but maintained as the height before passing the paste film,

20 thereby completing the process.

Accordingly, when the process for compensating the nozzle height (S526)

is completed, S527 in Figure 7 is carried out, and then whether there is a

command to lift the nozzle up to the shift position. If there is not, it denotes that the

paste pattern is being drawn. Therefore, the processes are repeated from the

25 process for measuring concavo-convex on the surface of the substrate (S523).
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However, as aforementioned, if the process for forming the paste film for

the pattern with the desired shape (S500) is completed, it denotes the paste

drawing for the substrate 7 which is being laid on the sucking base 13 is

completed. Hence, S600 in Figure 4 is performed to carry the substrate 7 out of

5 the sucking base 13, and then S700 is performed to decide whether all of the

process would be stopped. That is, when the paste is drawn on plural sheets of

substrates 7 with the same pattern, series of processes from S300 to S700 are

repeatedly performed, thereby enabling massive production.

Thus, as aforementioned in those embodiments, the main controller 14a

10 controls the relative position relation of a longitudinal direction between the

substrate 7 and the nozzles 1a and 1b to manage the patterning position of the

paste pattern, and the auxiliary controller 14b controls the height of each nozzle

1a and 1b to manage the height for drawing the paste. Although this auxiliary

controller 14b divides functions of the main controller 14a which manages the

15 whole processes, both the controllers 14a and 14b exchange a little amount of

data for lifting the nozzles to thereby integrally control the series of processes of

the drawing. In addition, because the auxiliary controller 14b does not perform any

process other than the process for managing the height of each nozzle 1a and 1b,

the auxiliary controller 14b can shorten the period for managing the height, that is,

20 increase the number of times for measuring data by the optical range finders 3a

and 3b and compensating the height. As a result, the height of each nozzle 1a and

1b can exactly be matched with the concavo-convex on the surface of the

substrate. Therefore, the desired width or height of the paste pattern drawn by

using each nozzle 1a and 1b can be achieved. Furthermore, because the

25 measured data by the optical range finders 3a and 3b is stored in the storage unit



of the auxiliary controller 14b, the data exchange can be performed at a high

speed to thus prevent a delay of the processes.

Moreover, the main controller 14a gets free from the height compensation

of the nozzles 1a and 1b based on the result measured by the optical range

5 finders 3a and 3b, and accordingly can draw fine patterns by minutely driving the

Y-axis and 0-axis tables 6 and 8 on the basis of the data from the encoder E. As a

result, the main controller 14a can minutely perform the management for the

whole processes.

That is, in the embodiment, since such complicated control can be

10 avoided by the division, the plurality of paste patterns with the desired shape can

simultaneously drawn with high precision at a high speed and reliability can be

improved by the precise management.

Furthermore, in the aspect of the device fabrication, the soft for processing

the main and auxiliary controllers 14a and 14b can be an independent module,

is development therefor and debug operation can be facilitated and high reliability

can be ensured in the processing soft.

For instance, when forming a paste pattern with a sectional shape of an

open bottle of which initiation point and termination point for the patterning are

close to each other, a discharge pressure of the paste, positions of the Y-axis and

20 0-axis tables 6 and 8, heights of both nozzles 1a and 1b should be equal in the

initiated point and the completed point of the pattern. However, in the embodiment,

the main and auxiliary controllers 14a and 14b divide control processes therefore

by an autonomous dispersion process, which leads to an easy drawing for the

paste pattern in which the shapes of the initiated and completed points are not

25 scattered.
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In addition, in order to shorten a time taken by the process for initially

setting the applicator (S200), various data required is previously stored in an

external storage device 16 which is connected to the external interface 14a-2 and

in which a storage unit such as IC card, floppy disc, hard disc, or the like is

5 mounted. Such data may then be moved into the RAM of the microcomputers 14a-

1 and 14b-1. Furthermore, the measured data is stored in the external storage

device 16 to enlarge memory capacity of the RAM of the microcomputers 14a-1

and 14b-1, or data for the result from the decision is stored in the external storage

device 16 to be used later.

io Although the case of drawing a plurality of paste patterns on a sheet of

substrate has been explained in the aforementioned embodiments, it may be

possible that plural sheets of substrates are sucked in the sucking base to

simultaneously draw the same paste pattern on each substrate. At this time, it is

advantageous for an alignment of each substrate to control each driving of X-axis

15 and Y-axis tables (not shown) of the Z-axis tables 4a and 4b. Likewise, if the

image-identifying cameras 11a and 11b have X-axis and Y-axis tables, the driving

for these tables can be controlled according to the position deciding marks of

substrates with a different size, and the image-identifying cameras 11a and 11b

can be moved to predetermined places, thereby drawing the paste pattern on the

20 substrates with various sizes.

[Effect of the Invention]

As described so far, in the paste applicator according to the present

invention, the facing interval between the nozzles and the substrate can

25 independently controlled by adjusting the relative positions of the longitudinal
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direction between the nozzles and the substrate, whereby the paste pattern can

be formed with making the plurality of nozzles follow the concavo-convex of the

surface of the substrate which each nozzle faces. As a result, a plurality of paste

patterns with the desired shape can simultaneously be drawn on the substrate

5 with high precision at a high speed. Therefore, in the facilities for massive

production, even if not making producing lines complicated or not enlarging the

spaces for production facilities, productivity can easily be increased and product

price can remarkably reduced.

10 [Brief Description for the Drawing]

Figure 1 is a schematic perspective view showing an embodiment of the

paste applicator according to the present invention.

Figure 2 is a perspective view showing an arrangement relation between

nozzles and optical range finders according to the same embodiment.

15 Figure 3 is a block diagram showing a detailed example for controllers

according to the same embodiment.

Figure 4 is a flow chart showing an overall operation of the same

embodiment.

Figure 5 is a flow chart showing an initial establishing process for a paste

20 applicator in Figure 4.

Figure 6 is a flow chart showing a process for deciding a position of a

substrate in Figure 4.

Figure 7 is a flow chart showing a process for forming a paste film in

Figure 4.

.
25 Figure 8 is a flow chart showing a process for moving nozzles in Figure 7.
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Figure 9 is a flow chart showing a process for discharging a paste in

Figure 7.

Figure 10 is a flow chart showing a process for measuring concayo-

convexes on a surface of a substrate in Figure 7.

Figure 11 is a flow chart showing a process for deciding whether to pass

the paste film in Figure 7.

Figure 12 is a flow chart showing a process for calculating Z-axis

compensation data in Figure 7.

Figure 13 is a flow chart showing a process for compensating nozzle

height in Figure 7.

[Explanation for Reference Symbol]

1a, 1b nozzle

2a, 2b paste syringe

3a, 3b optical range finder

4a, 4b Z-axis table

5 X-axis table

6 Y-axis table

7 substrate

8 0-axis table

9 mounting unit

1 0 Z-axis table supporter

1 1 a, 1 1 b image-identifying camera

1 2a, 1 2b nozzle support unit

1 3 sucking base
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14a, 14b controller

15 image processor

1 6 external storage device

17 image monitor

18 display

19 keyboard

21a~21e servomotor
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-H.&«-rsJ!!a Uf5-^2 1 2) SfrU, ^-Xh
©PtffliKTffiBx-^^^b (Xx>>X2 1 3) . Z

Blr-^Ma, 4 b fc^F 6nfcS^teBJCfiB
(Xf7^2 2 1) . XxyX2 1 2T^&**1

fc^-XhA^->CoViT©x-^*±Sl©SBl 4

art«©RAM^egJ$gBlgBl 4 brtiK©RAMI^
bT^-rsiaa (XxyX2 2 2) £fr5£V>5t>©

i9*^fft>n5. &*5. ^ffl-rs/xji'Ox-^Nz

bfci-s^-x h/^->©m*jeiittfft)n^^.
[0 0 2 5] K±©1!D»I^tffia*i»t>-5i» 04IC*

V>Tv ^-XhA^->$»B-rs&«)©Sffi[7$Kaf
#1 3±tC^SbTK3i^S1i- 0 0).

s«fi:B»»saa (XX5/X400)
[0 0 2 6] £TF. @6t±D. C©X5ryX4 0 0lC

[0 0 2 7] 0 6IC*V>T. ST, 9RS#1 3IC^«3
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fgia:*J*5 1 1 a, 1 1 btSSl/ Ut?^4 0

I) , H»SS5*^7 1 1 a, l l b©8i?i*r?©teE

4 0 2). -€-LT> ^©«ffCDtfi>ifi:Sft»fflV-^

©s-tfigtro-rnasgtaiL. (xx?X4 0 3) . c

\Z&WiYtt^- X)W 6 fc<k 0 tl&x-X* 8 ©&K)£
£#fflT-5 (XT7^4 0 4) . -5-LT, IffflSnfed

n&^KS&U—#^-^2 1 a, 2 1b, 2 1e©8 10

T-9— 2 la. 2 1 b. 2 1 e&W®?ZZ.i:
»C<fcD, 6x-X;l/6, 8*^»)LTSffi7^0fS(iS

[0 0 2 8] £5LT&ito**n'Lfcft<^ fftf*K7

±©<agftJ6fflV-^SH^^*^7 1 la, lib
TJiSJbT. *©«SFl*3T©fi:gife«>fflV- ?©#,£,>

(fi^&B) *tfSlb (Xfyy4 0 7) . £»©*£<

TV-f ^03>tfo.-^l 4 a^RAMIC&jft-rs (X 2?

f'^4 0 8) . -tLT, {4Sfna^02TgJWLfc
tf£*&B©e9Atf 1 / 2 «T©fil©«5fflrtK&-5^§d^

fc&^-T* (^7L <>7r4 0 9) . crotefflrttcfetttf.

Xxs>X4 0 0©fflll#&7U5:i:<!:K&3. £©«sa
jnc*n«, xx-y X4 o 4 kbiot&u©—a©ffia
*?«Wtvj, *S7©{4@-rnM*t±iHfii©«HrttcA
SSrCiSOiET.

[0029] rnt«to, S«7±©cn*^^$BB
S&UJ;5<i:-r^3fM©l*^*i, 7X;H a, 1 b©^
-XhttfflP©KT,fcO0r£«6ffl^iT*n.5Z:£© 33

[0030] mum 4 k*v»t, x^y X4 o o ©*as

[0 0 3 1] mi IC*5V>T, ^SlffllgS 1 4 a«tn?«,

£1*. ^SS&(4a^S«7<&^a$-B-S <Xx;>X5
II) . «fi7tt$fcfcIB9libfcg«ffiBfcJ&ilSS (04
©X7t «^^'4 0 0) T0fSS@»CftgftJ6SnT^-5©
1?, 1 lTtt£«7£*jtK&<»?|iHia&

bWTfi, /X)H a, lb*ffi£isfttcm2&mz&
IrfS Uf?^5 2 1) . fip^ /X;H a, 1 b©
^-Xhttttin^&a«7©^®*-p©«|plFflRI^.
fc-r5*-x i>K©jf*c$ l. <*a .t 5 K&jt-ra.
/X;H a, 1 b©^fi©^7ffi» (XxyX5 2 2)

SrSttT. 4 airc»X??X5 1 2fc£

0, S*HS&^B*>e»R©/'«^->^»SBBS6b. /

XJH a. 1 b*<^-X h<Dttli]*M6-i-«X?yX5

1 3KfM»f5. N*K. S]f$«gg 1 4 b«3Ttt. 3fc

3*3£SE&if3a, 3 bl£<fcS/X)H a. 1 b©^-X 50

1WP7-2 7 5 7 7 1

MSttBP ig« 7 tOfcHnJKRi©^^- 9 £Art LT
&g«7©£i5©'5taD£«a£L (XxyX5 2 3) ,

^©Hfflx-^lca^T. 3fc3*50aBfr3 a,

S*© !R5£*tfTt)n-& (Xfy^5 2 4) . mXM. %

[0032] JfttaHMt 3a, 3 b ©ff-fflj&^-X

hB±C&U££. Hfflx-^SStCZttx-^4
a, 4b&&»);Si*££a©«IE5;

-:$'£gffl-f-5 (X

fyy5 2 5) . -5-bT. Ztt^-XjMa. 4b£ffi

BU;XMa, lbOJteftflHKWEL. Z«D&
A*C<D/X*la. lbOOTHRfett&lftjt-rs

xyX5 2 6) . cnic»u ifflMW»"<-XHI±«
aiaftwjeaftfcw&ttt, yx;n a, lboss

A»&s©^-xh«±&tfaiAj6tffliain©t$c:tt, g
«7©3ta0fcttJ&£gfl;rt*fc^©-t?, yxjua, l

b©iis$ttiE!&fft)*< th*-z h©stffl^«»cafl:

tt&<, jffSoffso'S-xW't*—>*»<£t*tT
Irs.

[0 0 3 3] >A\Z. ifcffigg 1 4aKfet>TB. *-
X h©ttfflS»7S-&*^g*S«^L (XxyX5 1

4) . ttiii£«?7Sl*;fc8£ Ut"^5 1 5) tt, X
fy^5 16K*^T. ffl^A^->©^*ii^7bfc
a^sifijjrr*. ^lt, s8^/^->^7brn
J4ttn«. ^-Xh©ttttJSreS&$-ti-5J!!.a (Xr-yX
5 1 3) 'vMSAt, Uftn9->tit&Th1ttS>%\t. J
x;i/±#s»*«msnT (x^^xs 1 7) . mumm
gl 4 btt/X;P±#J!ia (Xt-s/X5 2 8) Sfr5.

*KffilS@l 4 aTttS&lC, mWL7±(0^9-><D
M&umTvrcft&fttDmt&ff^ (xxi/Xsi
8) > *f£!8HfS£S**<&tltf, «fi7S^SS&fi[
S^K^-a-affla (XtV?5 1 1) fc<fctf/X>iH

a, 1 b©iS$&S:3£-r«Ma (X5^X5 2 1) 'vP

oTR±©-i|©ie&»0jiU £K9->ifi%.7V
::©^-xhK^xe Uf«^5 0 0)

s^7-ra.
[0034] mt» xxi>X5 1 4«. -ens-ca^L

L*>&&L7\Z®m?ZffimKm±#0rt9-><Dl&T&
-efctfcH. o*0. 0fS«!K^©/ ,

? :5'->tt18»©S

»A^-> ^- is.5 "b&a©
T, •5-ne&-r^T^tf^/X3'->©^7^lcaL&!6>
S*>©W^ttXxs/X5 1 8TfT^i5lCiftoT^.6.

-^r. HffiffllSSl 4b-Ctt, /X;Ha, lb*31S
fi[g*T±#S*5^S*©!pjer (XT-S/X5 2 7) j&<
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[0 0 3 5] KT. iffiLfc^-XHBUB&Ig (Xf
y^soo) tc^^&ffia^^Tffasiciiiw-ra.

[0 0 3 6] ST". 07OXry^5 2 l©yX;Hii

[0 0 3 7] J&J&IC, 05«9Xfy^2 1 2T?!2JgSn

TXf«;^2 2 2T-H$J«Pggl 4 b©R AMfc&JftS? 20

*©&«/ X-IHcBTTSx-^N Z L -N©<i£JttSHR]

£L (Xf-';>X5 2 1a), x-*NZL-N#2©*§
SKI*, /XJHb, 1 a&^5t$nfcK$tC)S*#ft

2 1 b, Xf7^5 2 1c). 5r-*

N Z L - N tf« 2 T-fc^JiSKtt, /X;H a©*©#»
£fT5 Uf>>y5 2 1c) .

[0 0 3 8] &tC. 0 7©Xx-yX5 1 2©±$«?J£B
i4a icstta^-x Mfcajsaaico^-c, 09 &#sa

[0 0 3 9] *-X MttttM&S-efc. ST". i8(0Xf a?

9^5 2 latUSt, teffl/XJHcSrrSx-iS'NZ

L-N©te£Jt&$J£L (Xf«^5 12 a) . =r-9
nzl-n# 2 ©*§£•*:«. /x;nb. 1 a^nfn
©^-Xhttffla*^^-Xh©ttffl£II*§l*&L (X

1 2 b, XT-i/3/5 12c). r-^NZL-

ttta^te-rs (x^5/X5 1 2 c) „

[0 0 4 0] 3 @7©Xf7y5 2 3©gJ$!lffllg

@14b£:mt3S««ffi5fcl?ftifflMStCOt,vr. 0
1 0*#fi9L^Ogl^-r5. 50

[0 0 4 1] ST. 08OXr7^5 2 1 a^@9fflX
f*^5i2a tmm\z* &m;xMzm-?z>v:-*N
ZL-N©te£Jfctfc¥tet< 2 3 a). x~
*NZL-N#2©»&fc:HU /XJHb, latSS
7©^®t©M^raRI£^n-?n. ft#5£Sgfift3b,

3 aCJ^TMtifcM-ttl/ (Xfy^5 2 3b, X=rVX
523c) . 5*-*NZL-Nj&t2'C£WB'&lCtt, J

X)V 1 a 7 ©Sffii©#fiF.J]|I©*£ft#:£ffi8l

fh3 alCTff*r* (Xfv/5 2 3 c) . r©ffa3x
03»C^tfeT-f^O3>fcfa-^l 4b-l 40

^©RAMfcfciffiUTfc^T. SltSfctfrbn*^-
X hK±*»5^©W^jO® (Xxs>X5 2 4) *Z«rS§

iEx-^gffiSSa (Xr-yX5 2 5) ftftCttftT*.

[0 0 4 2] 8P£. Xff^5 2 4CiU5<-XhR
±*»S*>©«3£«LST?»4, HI 1 5 ST.
)t#iCE«H-3 alc«tS/X;H aflJ©fH8MW*il»;:l8

2 4 a) . i!il<*>fte>:7 7$rNZLF IK 1 fc&fcL

(Xf»^5 2 4b) , mm*>vmitM77>fNZL
FlfcOSgHTTS (XxyX5 2 4c) . 316* 50

#B8¥7-2 7 5 7 7 1

JO

SESim-3 bic<ks/x;n bfla©tfsi^*mirjevifc

^-x hn±«as*t>)8»9)g»««i«t txr-^s 2 4

d) . ai!#fcS7 7ifNZLF2Kl£&5eL (Xr
•yX5 2 4e) , »j§'t>T-fcrt-tttf77?N Z L F 2 K
OS^-TS (Xf"^5 2 4 f) . £©TO£ifg£l*.

[0 0 4 3] Sfc. Xx?X5 2 SKfcttSZftMgiEx

-^waifflSTe. si 2ic^-ri'5ic. rr,
X;M;:KTSx-:?NZL-N©fi£Jt«*'fiJ£L (X?
S/X5 2 5 a) . x-^NZL-N*t2©«^ICB. y

x;n b, i &omiE :T-9&mkn\!Ai, (xf-^s
2 5 b. Xf"^5 2 5 c) , x-^NZ L-NA^2T
&^«£K»*. JX)V\ afc*ttlCOV>TtliEx-^*g

tfi-rs (x-ri/X5 2 5 c) . contur-***. 33
KjSl/fcY-f >tTa-^ 1 4 b - 1 WE©RAM

[0 0 4 4] 07roXfy/5 2 6©yX^ilS
siifio&SKi^T. @i z*&mh-D-Dmmtz>.
[0045] sr. 01 KowsLnm-vmiztsnrcsx
;H afiJ©75^NZLF lMoTV>5*t'5*SII
£b (Xfy^5 2 6 a) . 77^NZLFl*tftHt

(Ctt. Xfi/^5 2 6bKitA/T?. 7X;H aOliflEx

-^ffl^a (01 2©Xx>>X5 2 5 c) K«t0*»
T^Vifcgtffix-^SrV'f^D3>br3.-^l 4b-l
©RAMA^^*ffiLT^/X;H aWiliSJilEfcfT?

(X-ri/X5 2 6b) . Sfc. 75^NZLF l#5iT
&nrvi««^a, fHHj£**^-xhK±£Sia'p&©
-PXX2/X5 2 6cfcjfttf, iotyXJH aOSSli
»manraiBM©jflia««it»an*. i^k. xf?
xs 2 6 c Ttt, 011 <oniiitmvtst&t<wt; X)\>

1 bW©75^NZLF2*^oT^5A^*5^* !W3E

U 77yNZLF2*to^ffS!l^i!&t^-Xh^J:*a
&*-C&V>«t:€rK«Xx>.yX5 2 6 dCitA/e, /XJl'

1 bC^SiEx-^Sfflilia (01 2©XTi/^5 2 5

b) K£D#!6Ti5^fcgfflx-*£±!aRAMav£gg
^ffiUTKyXJH b©i!S$«iESfTK 75^
N Z L F 2 *i 1 TH-Sb&^-X hK±*a®4'©i:^
k. yxjHb ©isse«iE-ifraisss9©iSs t

[0 0 4 6] d^l/T/X^iS^SiEMa (Xf?^5
2 6) HmjVTctS.^. 07©Xxi/X5 2 7 fcj^
-e. /x^*j§sfi§*-e±#$ii-5m^*t*s^s^

m^!&^na^-xh/^->s^#}spB
tftV>3^«i:fe©T. S«^M-5«a0WSIS!ia (Xfy
X5 2 3) tCMoTI^8l©J!ia<£aSDjiT.

[0 04 7] ST. ±mL1t&olzmM.&#W->
©^-XhW^lS (X5ryX5 0 0) *tJ$7U&&

-Xh©S*«SH*tiH7Ufc^tca:^©1?. 04©X
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J-yZfS 0 0 \zm/vr&miR 7 £©«f# 1 3ri>£#ffl

[0 0 4 8] ;r<o,fc5i£±!2*jS0i)-m, s«7tyx
;Ha, 1 bt©7K¥^I«IO«»figH«*^tT^
-x b/^-xomm&m^mm-r^m^mm 1 4 a

&3£fHI^S«MWg!B14b££#AT:teD, C©
mummm 1 4 btt^^^jsi-s^aissHat
«8tg£#l8LTttV>-5fc©©. ffittffilga 14 a. 14
bmr / XiVfmts.ZCHT-5^fi©x-*©&g£

-€-bT, HSfffiliSBl 4b*VX;H a. 1 b

Sa^»!S:S<-r5J:t. 0*D3^5#6l8if-3 a, 3

b ic* sifm?-? t;assiiiEoiist^<t5 nt&
t#Tv cntcto. /x;na, 1 boigss-en-e 20

nmm 7 ©ggj© 5 fa D JciEHtriififi^-fr-s c ttft-efr

-5. Lfc*toT> a, 1 b£fflWT«a>n&

fc*. 3fc^5£i£f8ff3a, 3bC«fcSiHHx-*
*tgl^lPKii 1 4 bfflElt^Ktrt&^nsid.JC&o
TUSfcft, x-^©S§*^IC|gfT-C#T«ia©jl

[0 0 4 9] -13, 3iMW$m 1 4 a tetH*T*n«.

3fc3*5«e«tt 3a. 3 b©«*&&£& i:KScK y XJW

la, 1 bo>&zmEo&mfrt>mw&tiz>v>^ x> 30

&s«g-rs&»©ifg *> c c^fft€ &i 5 k&
•5.

[0 0 5 0] BPS. ±E£Jgflltt. ^JC±DfiIII©S
stfoWsiST-irs©-?. Br®§m©«&©^-x fa*

[0 0 5 1] 2SKiS@§Sft^lC:fc<,v-C*>. ifiPlfDgffl 40

14a tmfgmms 1 4 boftav 7 Htm&vtz**?

[0052] mMmmte&mtfej&mtam

et/x^->©jfi«t»<gc*^T. ^-xh©
ttauE**, y. ettr—^e, 8©&g-t>. m/x
;Ha, 1 bCSS&^fc-fteli-S&Btfi&Srt*. ±
IBHiS^Ttt. £&J:ZflMMf|ttff 14 a. 1 4 b*t& 50

&W¥7-2 7 5 7 7 1

-5.

[0 0 5 3] ft*. &*fflnMR£OB Ufy^2 0

0) T-©J?rBftl8©JIttfl:*0*fcafc, ft&r^-
7x-X 1 4 a- 2 £883 *IT I C#- H**V»tt7

*14a-l, 1 4b- l©RAMK&-r.fc5fcLT !

t>

ITV-f ^03>lfa.-^ 1 4 a- 1. 14b-l©R
AMoetteS&ttl&BofcD. W5&BJ&ICOHT©

[0054] seic, ±.m$imm-v\t-$.0&mzii&
©^-Xh/X^->*»<<fr&CoViTKWUfc*i, ft

l 3 fcS»©S«&K3t««f-&b*, 6SK£ntt
CBSO^-X h;W->SiMTfcfiV>. -€-©18.

Zftf-^H a, 4b©E*#K-a-SX, Yffir—

X

A'ftBWWffli-rna. «-s«©ffiB#to-&»jsfc*^T
ffB£T*S. *&, MMMft*? 11a, 1 1 bat

©se^ftfflv- *tao -crn &®x- 7)\,£wmm
tPU ffigaBffifcHBRft**? 1 1 a, 1 1 b£#

[0 0 5 5]

[%W©^] K±«Wb&J:5IC. *»WCA*^-
xhs*»fi. /X;i-i:»fi*®t©W[Bj^Bi©$g©

Syx*JVtSSfit©*¥*lRl©ffi»&B*Iffllfc»

t. sai*c*v»T, 5-f>©^ifii*a«x^-x

[0w©ffima§iW]

[01] MWCAS^-^hMfttO-ldMiC^-r

[H2] ^^©yX^t^SKKthtWiBBP^

[0 3] RldMoMBSBiO-A^flft^r^ay^

[04] ^Jg^©±^Si^s*-r7D-51^-hTa&

[053 04c*ita^-xhft*«©ffl«8B^ie&
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